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QUESTION PRESENTED

Whether the Petition for aWrit ofCertiorari should
AEDPA , f "i11? SiXth ClrCUit COrrectly aPPlied theAEDPA standard ofreview and this Court's precedents
to determine that the Michigan courts' retroactive
application of the unforeseeable judicial abrogation of
the diminished capacity defense violated Respondent's
due process rights and was an objectively unreasonable
application of those precedents.
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OPINION BELOW

Resoondent Burt Lancaster respectfully opposes the
Petft onfor aWrit of Certiorari to review the judgment
"united States Court of Appeals for the Sixth

Sigan Court of Appeals is not «poM t»
available .tPeople v^^•^K^3751420 (Mich. Ct. App. Dec. 21,200b), anarep
atPet.App.76a-78a.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

Resident BurtLancaster respectfully opposes the

of the United States Court of Appeal ••»*Circuit in this -e because does n^rn ^ ^
Court's "as^JditionaUy considers as

Tut should be, decided by this CourVto^^



assessing the due process implications of retroactively
applied changes in state law, and, even if one were to
accept the State's arguments as correct, this case, at
most, would merely present a situation in which the
Sixth Circuit misapplied a properly stated rule of law,
a circumstance under which a writ of certiorari is

"rarely granted." Sup. Ct. R. 10. The State's premise is,
in any event, incorrect; the Sixth Circuit correctly
applied the relevant statutes and this Court's
precedents.

A. Respondent's First Trial and Post-
Conviction Proceedings

On April 22, 1993, Respondent, a former Detroit
police officer with a long history of severe mental
health problems, killed his girlfriend in broad daylight.
He was charged in the Oakland County, Michigan,
Circuit Court with first-degree murder and possession
of a firearm in the commission of a felony. After a 1994
trial at which he raised the defenses of insanity and
diminished capacity,1 he was convicted as charged and
sentenced to a mandatory term oflife imprisonment for
the murder charge plus two years for the felony firearm
offense.

Following exhaustion of his direct appellate
remedies in state court, Respondent petitioned in the
Eastern District ofMichigan for a writ ofhabeas corpus
pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2254. The petition was granted

1The trial judge instructed the jury as to diminished capacity by
using the language of the then-standard jury instruction on the
subject, Mich. Crim. Jury Instructions 6.3 (2d ed. 1994).
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by the Hon. Avern Cohn on the grc.nd^hat the trial
clurt had violated ^f^f^^to ajuryBatson v. Kentucky, f <* ^™ £a >£ er „.
SeleCtedfr oTva70691DT™^J Mich. Sept. 25,Adams, No. 00-CV-/uo»i " v JnTlcasterv.Adams,
2001). The Sixth Circmt &*?**£%£%«* denied324 F.3d423 (6th.C* 2SX ^.1004(2003).
certiorari, Adams u. Lancaster, o

B. Respondent's Second Trial
,4. oe rPtried in 2005. In pretrialRespondent was retried in _ ^ t the

proceedings, he sought « » ^^taftcpte
u. Carpenter, 627 JN.W.^ '̂uv; jpfpnse had beenthat the diminished capacity ^£se Laws
abrogated by the «*^^^fdue process be§768.21a, could not as a matter_ 01 v• &
retroactively applied to precludehim froma^ ^
defense that had been availabe at ^^^
offense and upon which he had reted ndent>s
The trial judge denied the motion,^ a f ^

pTtp NSlaT Lyin^ action £££»
2004) (Pet. APP-79a-80a)W^ ZW dissenting),
to appeal over, Cavanaugh and Keiiy, «J

At his retrial, Respondent was permitted to makean offer of proof on aseparate^d-to the ev^^
ofdiminished capacity that he^f * He was
the trier of fact had^^X^^tonced to life
convicted as charged and once agai
imprisonment plus two years.



C. Post-Conviction Proceedings

Following his conviction after the second trial,
Respondent appealed as of right to the Michigan Court
of Appeals raising the following issues:

I. THE RIGHT TO PRESENT COMPETENT
EVIDENCE NEGATING AN ELEMENT OF
THE CHARGED OFFENSE IS AN ASPECT OF
MR. LANCASTER'S FEDERAL AND STATE
CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS TO PRESENT A
DEFENSE GUARANTEED BY U.S. CONST,
AM V, VI & XIV, AND CONST 1963, ART 1,
§17&20.

II. ABOLISHING A DEFENSE IS A
SUBSTANTIVE CHANGE IN THE LAW, AND
U.S. CONST, AM V & XIV, AND CONST 1963,
ART 1, § 17, PROHIBIT BOTH THE
LEGISLATURE AND THE JUDICIARY FROM
APPLYING SUCH A CHANGE

RETROACTIVELY.

On December 21, 2006, the Michigan Court of
Appeals affirmed Respondent's conviction in an
unpublished per curiam opinion, People v. Lancaster,
No. 263483, 2006 WL 3751420 (Mich. Ct. App. Dec. 21,
2006) (Pet. App. 76a-78a), and subsequently denied
Respondent's motion for reconsideration, People v.
Lancaster, No. 263483 (Mich. Ct. App. Jan. 23, 2007)
(Pet. App. 75a). On May 30, 2007, the Michigan
Supreme Court denied Respondent's timely application
for leave to appeal in which he raised the retroactivity



App. 74a).

On Aueust 18, 2010, Hon. Avern Cohn, DistrictTud2eto!edReSPondent'stimelypetitionforawritof
Judge, denied iu^f entered an
habeas corpus; on August 19, the ™ur^ a
amended memorandum and ^'^d^vdev.
misstatement in the initial ™em%a»^^ °^ch
Tancaster v Metrish, 735 F. Supp. 2d 750 (E.D. Mien.
2010rpet App. 37a-54a). Following Respondents
timerv filmg oTa notice of appeal, Judge Cohn notingS "reasonable jurists might debate th,^[cfcurts
conclusion that Petitioner is not entitled to habeasr '̂sua sponte grantedacertificateo ajalabiht^

2010).

In his appeal to the Sixth Circuit, Respondent
raised the following issue:

WHERE, AT THE TIME OF PETITIONERS

wiRNTNO that the right might be
^?^TED AND WHERE PETITIONERSnTEd'eCeNCE OF DIMINISHED

of the intervening decision of this Court in
U.S. 735 (2006).
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CAPACITY AT HIS FIRST TRIAL AND HIS

CONVICTION FOLLOWING THAT TRIAL
WAS SET ASIDE AS A RESULT OF

CONSTITUTIONAL ERROR, IT WAS A
DENIAL OF DUE PROCESS, U.S. CONST, AM
V & XIV, FOR A MICHIGAN SUPREME
COURT DECISION ABROGATING THE

RIGHT EIGHT YEARS AFTER PETITIONER'S
OFFENSE TO BE APPLIED RETROACTIVELY

TO PRECLUDE PETITIONER FROM

PRESENTING EVIDENCE OF DIMINISHED
CAPACITY AT HIS RETRIAL.

On June 29, 2012, the Sixth Circuit reversed the
district court's denial of the writ of habeas corpus,
holding that the Michigan Court of Appeals
unreasonably applied this Court's decisions in Rogers
v. Tennessee, 532 U.S. 451 (2001), and Bouie v. City of
Columbia, 378 U.S. 347 (1964), to reach the conclusion
that Respondent's due process rights were not violated
by the retroactive application of Carpenter. Lancaster
v. Metrish, 683 F.3d 740 (6th Cir. 2012) (Pet. App. la-
35a). The Sixth Circuit examined the consistent line of

decisions from the Michigan Court of Appeals and
Michigan Supreme Court that, without exception,
recognized the existence of the diminished capacity
defense - both before and after the enactment in 1975

of Mich. Comp. Laws § 768.21a - and held that the
defense was well-established under Michigan law prior
to Carpenter. (Pet. App. 9a-19a). The Sixth Circuit
noted that none of the factors that justified retroactive
application of a change in law in Rogers were present
in the instant case, and held that Carpenter's abolition
of the diminished capacity defense was unforeseeable.
(Pet. App. 19a-25a). Finally, applying the standard of



review mandated by AEDPA, the Sixth^Circuit ]beW
that the retroactive application of O^Jr^Respondent was an unreasonable application of this
Court's clearly established precedent in Bouie and
Rogers (Pet App. 26a-27a). Chief Judge Batchelderdented[concluding that - notwithstanding the fact
that "it eems illogical for the Michigan Court of
Appeals to ignore the practical consequences of
Carpenter and conclude that abolishing the
diminished-capacity defense was not achange mlaw
- the decision was "not so lacking mjustification as to
entitle Lancaster to habeas relief. (Pet. AppJOa 31a
(citation and internal quotation marks omitted)).

REASONS FOR DENYING THE PETITION

The issue presented in this case does not merit this
Court's review, and the facts ofthis case — Prese
apoor vehicle for addressing that issue. The State does
no" allege that the issue presented is anJ-e-lved
issue of great importance, nor, in light of the clear^Tdance^alread/provided by this Courtand the
unique fact-bound nature of this case, is i; one. There
STaUegation that the Sixth Circuit identified or
appl ed the wrong legal principles or ignore^relevant
precedent, nor did it. There is no supportable aUegataon
Sat the case presents acircuit split, nor does one exist
In sum the State has wholly failed to satisfy any of
tnis Cart's traditional criteria for granting certiorari
See Sup Ct. R. 10. At most, the State argues that theSMh Circuit has misapplied aproperly^sta ed rule of
law. As this Court's rules make clear pet^ fo^toe
writ of certiorari are "rarely granted under these
circumstances. Id. The arguments presented by the
amici do not alter this conclusion.
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THE SDCTH CIRCUIT DID NOT DECIDE AN

IMPORTANT QUESTION OF FEDERAL LAW
THAT HAS NOT BEEN, BUT SHOULD BE,

DECIDED BY THIS COURT

The issue presented in this case has long been
resolved and clarified by this Court. In Bouie, 378 U.S.
347, and Rogers, 532 U.S. 451, this Court provided
clear guidance to the lower courts tasked with
assessing the due process implications of retroactively
applied changes in state law. The State does not argue
otherwise. Indeed, as the Petition for a Writ of
Certiorari lays bare (see Pet. at 4), the State's
arguments amount to nothing more than a claim that
the Sixth Circuit identified the proper rules of law but
misapplied them to this case. However, a "petition for
a writ of certiorari is rarely granted when the asserted
error consists of. . . the misapplication of a properly
stated rule of law." Sup. Ct. R. 10.

Importantly, this case presents an extremely
unusual set of facts and a quirk of chronology unlikely
to be repeated in other circumstances; even if the
relevant issues were unresolved, lower courts are not
in need of guidance on these issues. Michigan courts
recognized and assumed without question the
availability of the diminished capacity defense since at
least 1973. See People v. Lynch, 208 N.W.2d 656 (Mich.
Ct. App. 1973). Two years later, the Michigan
Legislature, for the first time, codified the insanity
defense. Mich. Comp. Laws § 768.21a. For the next
twenty-six years, Michigan courts continued to
recognize and assume, without question, the continued
existence ofthe diminished capacity defense. Indeed, in
1978 the Michigan Court ofAppeals expressly held that



the 1975 statute encompassed the diminished capacity
Sense and that an accused raising the defense mustcotpWth the procedural requirements set out in
that statute. People v. Mangiapane 27 N.W_2d 24U
249 (Mich. Ct. App. 1978); see also PeopUvMae, 621
NW2d 713 719 (Mich. Ct. App. 2000) (This 1c ourt^conslsTently held that toirt»M*fi£capacity comes within the codified c—nrf le^
ZutLnt'' men the Michigan Supreme Court
rSy determined - eight years after ^pendent!„mmittedtheactshereatissue-thatthede en ehad
been abrogated, it did so in acase >» "^j^
nririnallv granted leave to appeal solely to consider
ThXr the defendant properly bore the burden to
establish the defense.

When Respondent was first tried in 19943 was

trarstS hs^Vrst trM In'the interim, the Michigan
Supreme Court held that the diminished capacity

%Z£Z oJSViSty of tne defense up
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determined to have been tainted by a violation of his
right to a jury selected free of racial bias; he was
retried after the Michigan Supreme Court abolished
the defense; and he was not permitted to raise the
defense at his retrial even though the first trial had
been fatally tainted by structural, constitutional error.

Even leaving aside the plain correctness of the Sixth
Circuit's holding that such a turn of events was
unforeseeable and the retroactive application of
Carpenter was a denial of due process, it is clear that
this highly unusual set of facts is unlikely to be
repeated and does not merit this Court's consideration.
The Sixth Circuit's fact-bound application of Rogers
and Bouie to the unusual circumstances of this case

does not warrant this Court's review.

THE SKTH CIRCUIT DECISION DOES NOT
CONFLICT WITH THIS COURT'S PRECEDENT

Contrary to the State's argument, the Sixth
Circuit's decision in this case does not conflict with
Rogers or Bouie, or with the standard of review
mandated by the Anti-Terrorism and Effective Death
Penalty Act ("AEDPA"), 28 U.S.C. § 2254(d)(1). The
Sixth Circuit identified the correct legal principles
drawn from those cases and engaged in a straight
forward application of those principles and the
statutory standard of review to this unique set of
circumstances, an intensely fact-bound inquiry based
upon a factual pattern that is unlikely to be repeated.

The State's argument that the Sixth Circuit's
decision conflicts with Rogers essentially boils down to
an argument that because the Sixth Circuit found that
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Respondent's due P^»jft^t^£££dwhile, on the basis ofastarHy*«™^™^tjon,
circumstances, Rogers fT^S^* conflict
the Sixth Circuit's deraslonf.^Xctout correctlywithers. However, "^.^Sretroactivenoted, none of the ratonales^thatjustihed r
application of the ^^X^cfto the abolition of
in Rogers are present with resPecI is n0 conflict
the diminished capacity defense mere is
between the Sixth Circuit's decision and Rogers.

In this case, the Sixth Circuit.correctlyruled that
the Michigan Supreme Court s a»to»ldiminished capacity defense m2001 e^g y ^
the offense was comm*ed_ ^J^J^ and
Respondent s first trial consistent
unforeseeable in 1993, and thus tively to
with due process, be aPP"e°- Car„OTter, the
Respondent. Indeed as °«%S^££U leave *»Michigan Supreme Court ""^'^ydetermined

took it as a given that sucn a ue
tt«,w these circumstances, wnere evwtime. Under these ' Ureatedthe defense as agivenMichigan Supreme Court treated

in 2001, it was objectively treasonable toabolitionofthedefensewasfo^itwasobjectivelyunreasonabefor^
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[Michigan] Supreme Court for the first time." (Pet.
App. 77a).

Moreover, the notion that § 768.21a
"unambiguously" reflected the legislature's intent to
abrogate the diminished capacity defense is belied by
the fact that two justices of the Michigan Supreme
Court concluded that the statute did no such thing.
Carpenter, 627 N.W.2d at 241-42 (Kelly, J., dissenting)
("I disagree that the Legislature has signified its intent
to preclude a defendant from negating mens rea by
introducing evidence of mental illness short of legal
insanity."). Justice Kelly, in a dissent joined by Justice
Cavanaugh, found "unpersuasive" the majority's
determination that the legislature, in codifying the
defenses of insanity and guilty but mentally ill,
intended to abolish the diminished capacity defense,
noting that concerns "that the accused who successfully
show that their mental illness negated the requisite
mens rea may be set free without treatment or
imprisonment... cannotjustify reading into legislation
a rule of exclusion per se where none exists" Id. at 291
(emphasis added); see also id. at 292 (calling the
majority's holding an "extreme step" that "lacks sound
justification").

It cannot reasonably be said that the statute
"unambiguously" abolished the diminished capacity
defense where (1) the Supreme Court - twenty-six
years after its enactment - granted leave to appeal to
determine not whether the defense still existed, but
rather which party bears the burden of proving or
disproving this defense that the Court assumed to
exist; (2) the justices of the Michigan Supreme Court
all read the same language and two of them concluded
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that the statute effected no such change; and
(3) Michigan trial courts, as well as its Court ol
Appeals and Supreme Court, consistently assumed the
existence of this defense in the decades following the
enactment and amendment of the codification of the
insanity defense.3 Against this backdrop, it was
objectively unreasonable for the Michigan Court ot

3As the Sixth Circuit correctly recognized, until Carpenter was
decided, the right of an accused to present evidence of*™™hed
capacity was acknowledged without question m Michigan s
appellate courts both prior to, People v. Griffin, 444 NW.2d 139
Sfidh. 1989); People v. Ramsey, 375 N.W.2d 297 (Mich- 1985);
People v. Lipps, 421 N.W.2d 586 (Mich. Ct App. 1988); People*
Jones, 390 N.W.2d 189 (Mich. Ct. App. 1986); People v. Denton^60
NW2d 245 (Mich. Ct. App. 1984); People v. Limey, 315 N-W-^dSuXh Ct- App. 1981)!People , Hall! 269 N.W 2d 476i C*£
Ct App. 1978); Mangiapane, 271 N.W.2d 240; Lynch, 208 NW.2d
656, aL after the date of Respondent's offense, People* Lloyd
590 NW.2d 738 (Mich. 1999); People v. Pickens, 521 N.W.2d /y/
(Mich.' 1994); Mette, 621 N.W.2d 713, and cases cited therein. The
existence of a Michigan accused's right to offer evidence of
diminished capacity was also recognized in Johnigan v. Elo, 207 *
Supp 2d 599,610 (E.D. Mich. 2002). The right to present evidence
ofdiminished capacity was so well established in Michigan aw
that it was the subject of astandard criminal jury ^ruction
Mich. Crim. Jury Instructions 6.3, an mstr^»X ,SSat Respondent's first trial in this very case. While ^ standard
criminal jury instructions in Michigan are not promulgated by the
Supreme Court and their use is not mandatory, they are and fordecadeshavebeenwidelyreliedonbytrialjudges.prosecutorsand
defense attorneys throughout the state. Moreover,when_ the
Legislature amended the insanity statute in 1994, it rtdlmade no
refer nee to the diminished capacity defense. If the Michigan
courts had been misconstruing ^If^fre/.^tifl1^nineteen years since it first enacted the insanity statute, it is likelySattheLegislaturewouldhaveclarifieditsintentwhenamending
the statute in 1994 if not earlier.
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Appeals to hold that the insanity statute was
unambiguous in reflecting legislative intent to abolish
the diminished capacity defense.

Moreover, contrary to amici's argument, the Sixth
Circuit did not invade the province of the states to
determine state law. Whether retroactive application of
the judicial abolition of a common law defense violates
due process is a question properly before the federal
courts. Indeed, that is precisely the issue that the
federal courts considered in Rogers; see also, e.g.,
Douglas v. Buder, 412 U.S. 430, 432 (1973) (per
curiam) (trial court's construction of the term "arrest"
as including a traffic citation under state law, and
application ofthat construction to defendant to revoke
his probation, was unforeseeable and thus violated due
process).4 Respondent did not ask the district court and

4 The State cites Parker v. Matthews, 132 S. Ct. 2148 (2012), in
support of its curious argument that this Court should grant
certiorari in this case because it has, in other cases and on other
facts, reversed Sixth Circuit grants of the writ of habeas corpus.
Notably, however, Parker supports exactly the opposite argument
that amici propose here. In Parker, the Sixth Circuit had
determined that the defendant's due process rights were violated
when a state supreme court retroactively applied a post-offense
judicial determination that the defendant bears the burden
provingextremeemotional disturbance (whereas,previously, the
defendant bore the burden ofproduction, after which the state bore
the burden of disproving extreme emotional disturbance), where
that determination was deemed to be an unexpected and
indefensible judicial revision of the state law. Id. at 2151. This
Court noted that the state supreme court's reliance on the post-
offense determination and its assessment of the sufficiency of the
evidence accordingto that determination "would be relevant ifthey
formed the sole basis" for the state supreme court's denial of the
petitioner's claim. Id. However, becausethe jury instructionshad
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pre! nee of a federal habeas court to reexamine
SaTcourt determinations on state-law W°f°™>Inducting habeas review, afederacourislimited^
deciding whether a ™™fl?n™£Sites')Constitution, laws, or treaties of the United State, ).Instead, what Respondent properly sough^ and what
the Sixth Circuit performed, is areviewo-^»
Michigan courts' retroactive application ot tnai
taterrfretetion violated his federal due process rights

of theVeral courts. See id,see also *^™£*
451 (reviewing whether state ^l*?™*^application of abolition of state common law year and
aday" rule violated due process); Bouie 378 U-b.d4/
tavlewfagwhether state court's retroactive application
If Construction of state law violated due process).

wassufficienttosupportthejurysnndmeun estionable
irrelevantthai= Uj.:2^Xr"poSSe proposition thatvalidity." Id. at2152.ThuS,^arfters pp court
the federal courts may and *»^ 'n«™re S™-instate lawdetermination'totretroaebve apphg onofactonge .^
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Theamici apparently submit that, so long as a state
court claims that its decision does not represent "new"
law - even if, as ChiefJudge Batchelder recognized in
her dissenting opinion below, that characterization is
"illogical" (Pet. App. 30a) and entirely unsupported by
its own history and precedent - the decision is beyond
federal court review. Such a crabbed interpretation of
the ability to vindicate due process rights via the writ
of habeas corpus cannot be correct; it cannot be the
case that the state courts can avoid federal court
review of federal constitutional claims by the simple
expedient of claiming that an unexpected and
unforeseeable change in state law actually effected no
change in state law. The Supremacy Clause of the
United States Constitution demands otherwise. U.S.
Const, art. VI, cl. 2 ("This Constitution, and the Laws
ofthe UnitedStates which shall bemadein pursuance
thereof. . . , shall be the supreme law ofthe land; and
the judges in every state shall be bound thereby,
anything in the constitution or laws ofany state to the
contrary notwithstanding."). If the Supremacy Clause
is to mean anything, it must mean that a state cannot
ignore federal constitutional rights by such judicial
sleight of hand.

THE SIXTH CIRCUIT DECISION DOES
NOT CONFLICT WITH DECISIONS

FROM OTHER CIRCUITS

Despite the strained efforts of amici to manufacture
a circuit split, none exists. Warren v. Kyler, 422 F.3d
132 (3d Cir. 2005), and the Supreme Court decision
upon which it relied, Fiore v. White, 531 U.S. 225
(2001), address the entirely distinct issue of whether a
favorable change in state law is required by the United
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States Constitution to be applied retroactively The

decision retroactively - is without basis. Here the

concept arise.

Instead the amici attempt to create acircuit split
by misrepresenting the issue in this case as one ofhow
federal courts are required to treat sate^ court
determinations about the retroactivity of changes m
statetaw But, as discussed above, the issue here is not

S^^Xl^ur;=n^
by necessity, x«4 Instead in Warren, because
tlo^hlt he fete r«ution compels aState
tappets criminal decisions retroactively, and we
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to apply certain criminal decisions retroactively and
federal due process rights are plainly implicated.

The State appears to imply - without outright
stating - that the SixthCircuit opinion creates a circuit
split with the Third Circuit's opinion in Ponnapula v.
Ashcroft, 373 F.3d 480 (3d Cir. 2004). The purported
conflict between these cases does not withstand
analysis. First, Ponnapula arose not in the context of
judicial changes in criminal law but rather statutory
changes in civil immigration law. Second, the Third
Circuit expressly rejected the notion that actual
reliance must be established in order to find
impermissible retroactivity under Landgraf v. AFI
Film Products, 511 U.S. 244 (1994). Third, the State
wrenches the phrase it quotes ("it would border on the
absurd") from the rest of its context ("to argue that an
alien would refrain from committing crimes or would
contest criminal charges more vigorously if he knew
that after he had been imprisoned and deported, a
discretionary waiver ofdeportation wouldnolonger be
available to him," Ponnapula, 373 F.3d at 496 n.14)
and instead attempts to make it stand for the far
broader - and plainly incorrect - proposition that a
defendant could neverreasonably claim to have charted
his course of conduct in reliance upon the state of law
at the time he committed his offense. The State has
presented no case that stands for that extremely broad,
patently untenable proposition.

The Sixth Circuit decision does not conflict with
Warren or Ponnapula; neither the State nor amicihave
identified any actual circuit split; and no circuit split
exists.
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THE STATE'S AND AMICI'S ARGUMENTS
ARE INCONSISTENT WITH THIS

COURT'S PRECEDENT

The State and its amici present a view of fair
warning that is inconsistent with this Courts
precedent and wholly out ofstep with the requirements
and values of due process. In cases where there is no
question of the defendant's mental capacity to
understand the state of law, courts do not inquire
whether that particular defendant actually did so
understand. Instead, courts examine the state of law
from an objective perspective. See Bouie, 378 U.b. at
355 n 5("We think it irrelevant thatpetitioners at one
point testified that they had intended to be arrested.
The determination whether acriminal statute provides
fair warning of its prohibitions must be made on the
basis of the statute itself and the other pertinent law,
rather than on the basis of an ad hoc appraisal of the
subjective expectations of particular defendants ) C/.
Stogner v. California, 539 U.S. 607, 651 (2003
(Kennedy, J., dissenting) (noting that, in the criminal
law context, the notion of reliance on state of law at
time of offense is "for the most part, a fictional
construct" insofar as the Court does not require a
defendant to show that he or she, personally, relied
upon state of law in deciding how to order his or her
conduct).

Here, however, amici suggest that, in the case of
defenses specific to individuals with arguably
diminished mental capacities, courts should instead
examine whether this particular defendant (or atleast
this particular type of defendant) actually possessed
the mental capacity accurately to assess the state of
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lawprior to acting. Amici, in essence, propose removing
the due process protection of "fair notice" or "fair
warning" from individuals who lack the mental
capacity to understand what they are being given
notice or warning of. Stated another way, amici appear
to be asking the Court to adopt a rule permitting
retroactive application of a change in substantive law
in a criminal case in which the defendant suffers from
a mental, cognitive or psychological impairment even
though retroactive application would beforbidden ifthe
defendant suffered no such impairment.

This Court's precedents are clear: "All citizens are
presumptively charged with knowledge of the law."
Atkins v. Parker, 472 U.S. 115, 130 (1985). Amici,
however, would have this Court create a novel but
significant limitation to this axiom. By their reading,
courts are to assume to that, while all fully and
consistently mentally competent citizens are
presumptively charged with knowledge of the law,
anyone not so situated cannot be assumed to
understand the law and thus cannot be deprived of due
process when the law is suddenly and unexpectedly
changed to their detriment. Nothing in this Court's
precedents or in the values and principles underlying
due process supports such an extreme and unjustified
restriction of this fundamental right; the proposition
does not warrant examination by this Court.
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CONCLUSION

For all of the reasons stated above, the petition for
a writ ofcertiorari should be denied.
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